AcouPlex
IP1
Isolation Platform
Also available

A totally new composite material – exclusive to MusicWorks
Developed from the ground up to deliver superior isolation
Improvements to dynamic range, pitch, harmonic accuracy,
stereo staging, and timing of your system
A special edition MusicWorks ReVue equipment rack takes full
advantage of this new platform

AcouPlex
Discs
50mm Isolation Discs

For over 10 years MusicWorks have been developing acoustic isolation products. One of the
most significant limiting factors in a high performance audio system, in domestic listening
rooms, is acoustic feedback. The sound from the system translates into an electrical signal
producing an amusical distortion which corrupts the dynamic range, pitch, harmonic
accuracy, stereo staging, and timing of a system.
Effective materials over the years have included acrylic, PEEK, and now a brand new
composite which we have developed – AcouPlex.
AcouPlex has evolved through hundreds of empirical trials using different materials in
weird and wonderful combinations.
Available now in limited numbers and in limited outlets, AcouPlex represents the most
significant improvement in damping & isolation that we have heard.
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Isolation Products

AcouPlex IP1

AcouPlex Discs

Isolation Platform

50mm Isolation Discs

An isolation platform that will provide superb results on
any commercial equipment table, or as a stand-alone
support with MusicWorks P-Cone L.

Isolation feet for almost any electronics / speaker
product. These 50mm discs provide serious
improvements in music reproduction.

340mm x 410mm x 5mm (nominal)

50mm diameter x 5mm thick (nominal)

P-Cone L

P-Cone 2

50mm Isolation Feet

20mm Isolation Feet

Our PEEK isolation cones present a flexible approach to
equipment isolation. Use as equipment supports or
highly effective loudspeaker feet.

Our PEEK isolation cones present a flexible approach to
equipment isolation. Use as equipment supports or
highly effective loudspeaker feet.

Use 3 or 4 cones to effectively isolate equipment from
mechanical vibrations.

Use 3 or 4 cones to effectively isolate equipment from
mechanical vibrations.

50mm diameter x 25mm high (nominal)

20mm diameter x 25mm high (nominal)
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ReFlex
Ultra Gen 3
6-way power block
Also available

New cryogenically treated power sockets with non-metallic fixings
New PEEK fixings & isolation spikes
Ultra high integrity star earth arrangement
Cryogenically treated internal wiring & connectors
Internal power ring

ReFlex
Lite
6-way Power Block

The ultimate expression of what we know about power distribution.
The top-of-the-range ReFlex Ultra G3 builds on over 10 years of research into improved
power sockets and the use of PEEK for vibration isolation.
Additional improvements included in the Ultra model include uprated internal connections
& conductors, specially selected power sockets complete with de-coupling spacers,
optimised star earth path, and the use of non-metal fixings throughout.
PEEK components have been incorporated to provide both structural integrity and
vibration isolation.
For even further improvements to dynamic range, musical texture and coherence an
additional upgrade is available through the use of a newly-developed AcouPlex Base.
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Power Blocks

ReFlex Ultra Gen 3

ReFlex Lite

6-way Power Block

6-way Power Block

The ultimate expression of what we know about power
distribution. ‘Ultra’ improvements include uprated
internal connections & conductors, specially selected
power sockets complete with de-coupling spacers,
optimised star earth path, and the use of non-metal
fixings throughout. PEEK isolation and corner fixings
further enhance the performance of this block.

Our best-selling power distribution block provides a
cost-effective approach to accessing the coherence that
a MusicWorks mains block brings to a system. Featuring
acrylic sandwich construction, star earth cabling, and
carefully chosen (by audition) power sockets. Power inlet
is via an IEC socket, allowing the consumer the choice of
power cables supplying the block.

Block Upgrades

AcouPlex Base

P-Cone L

Replacement ReFlex Block Base

50mm Isolation Feet

Replaces the existing acrylic ReFlex block base with the
incredible advantages of AcouPlex. Expands dynamic
range, musical textures and coherence.

Our PEEK isolation cones effectively isolate your power
block from mechanical vibrations.
50mm diameter x 25mm high (nominal)
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ReVue
Ultra
Modular Equipment Table
Also available

PEEK engineering thermoplastic columns for ultimate isolation
Non-metal construction throughout
Modular system – from single platform to 7-tier stand
Builds on the award-winning ReVo range
Two shelf sizes, two shelf thicknesses, and 4 spacing options

ReVue
Acrylic
Equipment Table

Ideal for the new AcouPlex Isolation Platforms
Following on from our hugely successful and award-winning ReVo products, ReVue offers
even greater flexibility and modularity, whilst retaining all the isolation properties that
made it such a reviewers' favourite. This ‘Ultra’ model includes PEEK columns to
comprehensively outperform all our previous equipment tables.
ReVue works all the way from a single equipment platform up to a 7-tier stand. The
modular construction makes it easy to purchase what you need now, with the ability to
extend, split or upgrade the stand as the need arises.
Shelves can be supplied with a shape ideally matched to our new AcouPlex Isolation
Platform (shown in the image).
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Equipment Tables

ReVue Ultra

ReVue & P-ReVue

Equipment Table

Equipment Table

This ‘Ultra’ model includes 50mm PEEK engineering
thermoplastic columns to comprehensively outperform
all our previous equipment tables.
Modular system – from single platform to 7-tier stand

Following on from our hugely successful and awardwinning ReVo products, ReVue offers even greater
flexibility and modularity, whilst retaining all the isolation
properties that made it such a reviewers' favourite.
ReVue features our proven acrylic spacers.
P-ReVue offers even greater mechanical isolation by
using PEEK engineering thermoplastic spacers.
Modular system – from single platform to 7-tier stand

Components
Simply purchase what you need now, with the ability to extend or split the stand as the need arises.
To build a table, start with the base shelf and choose size, colour and thickness. Then add a termination kit
of your chosen material (Acrylic or PEEK). Add 4 spacers and a shelf for each extra layer as needed.

Shelf Thickness
10mm
15mm

Shelf
Standard (570x425mm 440mm equipment width)
Shelf
Large (625x470mm 495mm equipment width)
Skeleton Shelf Large (for use with AcouPlex IP1)

ReVue Acrylic
(ø25mm)

Material
P-ReVue PEEK
(ø20mm)

ReVue Ultra PEEK
(ø50mm)

Spacers 80mm (can be added to 155mm spacer)
Spacers 100mm
Spacers 150mm
Spacers 155mm
Spacers 200mm
Spacers 320mm
Termination Kit (top and base ﬁxings & spike kit)
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ReVive
1.8m
IEC Power Cable
Also available

Top-of-the-range MusicWorks specification
Cryogenically treated
Low impedance earth path
Furutech FI50 Rhodium-plated IEC plug
UK-specified version of the Furutech Rhodium-plated mains plug

ReVive
Lite
1.8m IEC Power Cable

ReVive exemplifies the current state-of-the-art in power cables.
A highly-tuned compound power cable with our proven cryogenic treatment. This top-ofthe-range ReVive power cable features a custom designed cable, with specific attention
given to providing a low-impedance earth path.
ReVue is completed with top of the range Furutech FI50 Rhodium-plated IEC plug and the
latest UK-specified version of the Furutech Rhodium-plated mains plug.
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Cables

ReVive

ReVive Lite 2

1.8m IEC Power Cable

1.8m IEC Power Cable

ReVue exemplifies the current state-of-the-art in power
cables: a highly-tuned compound power cable with our
proven cryogenic treatment. This top-of-the-range
ReVive power cable features a custom-designed cable,
with specific attention given to providing a lowimpedance earth path.
ReVue is completed with top of the range Furutech FI50
Rhodium-plated IEC plug and the latest UK-specified
version of the Furutech Rhodium-plated mains plug.
Nominal length 1.8m

Using what we learned in developing the new ReEntry 2
cable, this highly-tuned compound power cable gives
performance you could only expect in a power lead
costing many times its price.
The screened dual-compound cabling on this lead is a
simplified version of the ‘Ultra’ lead. This cable is supplied
with the Furutech Rhodium-plated 13A plug, and
carefully selected (by audition) IEC socket.
Nominal length 1.8m

ReEntry 2
1.8m IEC Power Cable
The ReEntry 2 builds on the performance of the original
ReVive power lead. This cable is much more than an
affordable introduction to MusicWorks power
distribution capabilities. A large amount of the clarity
and coherence of our top products is provided by this
carefully tuned, dual-screened cable.
Nominal length 1.8 m
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